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Abstract

The ability to dynamically adapt an unstructured grid (or mesh) is a powerful tool for solving computational problems with evolving physical features; however, an efficient parallel implementation is rather difficult, particularly from the viewpoint of portability on various multiprocessor platforms. We address this problem by developing PLUM, an automatic and architecture-independent framework for adaptive numerical computations in a message-passing environment. Portability is demonstrated by comparing performance on an SP2, an Origin2000, and a T3E, without any code modifications. We also present a general-purpose load balancer that utilizes symmetric broadcast networks (SBN) as the underlying communication pattern, with a goal to providing a global view of system loads across processors. Experiments on an SP2 and an Origin2000 demonstrate the portability of our approach which achieves superb load balance at the cost of minimal extra overhead.

1. Introduction

The success of parallel computing in solving real-life, computation-intensive problems relies on their efficient mapping and execution on commercially available multi-processor architectures. When the algorithms and data structures corresponding to these problems are dynamic in nature (i.e., their computational workloads grow or shrink at runtime) or are intrinsically unstructured, mapping them on to distributed-memory parallel machines with dynamic load balancing offers considerable challenges. Dynamic load balancing aims to balance processor workloads at runtime while minimizing inter-processor communication. With the proliferation of parallel computing, dynamic load balancing has become extremely important in several applications like scientific computing, task scheduling, sparse matrix computations, parallel discrete event simulation, and data mining.

The ability to dynamically adapt an unstructured mesh is a powerful tool for efficiently solving computational problems with evolving physical features. Standard fixed-mesh numerical methods can be made more cost-effective by locally refining and coarsening the mesh to capture these phenomena of interest. Unfortunately, an efficient parallelization of adaptive methods is rather difficult, primarily due to the load imbalance created by the dynamically-changing nonuniform grids. Nonetheless, it is believed that unstructured adaptive-grid techniques will constitute a significant fraction of future high-performance supercomputing.

As an example, if a full-scale problem in computational fluid dynamics were to be solved efficiently in parallel, dynamic mesh adaptation would cause load imbalance among processors. This, in turn, would require large amounts of data movement at runtime. It is therefore imperative to have an efficient dynamic load balancing mechanism as part of the solution procedure. However, since the computational mesh will be frequently adapted for unsteady flows, the runtime load also has to be balanced at each step. In other words, the dynamic load balancing procedure itself must not pose a major overhead. This motivates our work.

We have developed a novel method, called PLUM [7], that dynamically balances processor workloads with a global view when performing adaptive numerical calculations in a parallel message-passing environment. Examining the performance of PLUM for an actual workload, which simulates an acoustic wind-tunnel experiment of a helicopter rotor blade, on three different parallel machines demonstrates that it can be successfully ported without any code modifications.

We propose another new approach to dynamic load balancing for unstructured grid applications based on defining a robust communication pattern (logical or physical) among processors, called symmetric broadcast networks (SBN) [3]. It is adaptive and decentralized in nature, and
can be ported to any topological architecture through efficient embedding techniques. Portability results for an adaptive unsteady grid workload, generated by propagating a simulated shock wave through a tube, show that our approach reduces the redistribution cost at the expense of a minimal extra communication overhead. In many mesh adaptation applications in which the data redistribution cost dominates the processing and communication cost, this is an acceptable trade-off.

2. Architecture-Independent Load Balancer

PLUM is an automatic and portable load balancing environment, specifically created to handle adaptive unstructured grid applications. It differs from most other load balancers in that it dynamically balances processor workloads with a global view [1, 7]. In this paper, we examine its architecture-independent feature by comparing results for a test case running on an SP2, Origin2000, and T3E.

PLUM consists of a partitioner and a remapper that load balance and redistribute the computational mesh when necessary. After an initial partitioning and mapping of the unstructured mesh, a solver executes several iterations of the application. A mesh adaptation procedure is invoked when the mesh is desired to be refined or coarsened. PLUM then gains control to determine if the workload among the processors has become unbalanced due to the mesh adaptation, and to take appropriate action. If load balancing is required, the adapted mesh is repartitioned and reassigned among the processors so that the cost of data movement is minimized. If the estimated remapping cost is lower than the expected computational gain to be achieved, the grid is remapped among the processors before solver execution is resumed.

Extensive details about PLUM are given in [7]. For completeness, we enumerate some of its salient features.

- **Reusing the initial dual graph:** PLUM repeatedly utilizes the dual of the initial mesh for the purposes of load balancing. This keeps the complexity of the partitioning and reassignment phases constant during the course of an adaptive computation. New computational grids obtained by adaptation are translated by changing the weights of the vertices and edges of the dual graph.

- **Parallel mesh repartitioning:** PLUM can use any general-purpose partitioner that balances the computational loads and minimizes the runtime interprocessor communication. Several excellent parallel partitioners are now available [4, 5, 10]; however, the results presented in this paper use PMcTIS [6].

- **Processor remapping and data movement:** To map new partitions to processors while minimizing the cost of redistribution, PLUM first constructs a similarity matrix. This matrix indicates how the vertex weights of the new subdomains are distributed over the processors. Three general metrics: TotalV, MaxV, and MaxSR, are used to model the remapping cost on most multiprocessor systems [8]. Both optimal and heuristic algorithms for minimizing these metrics are available within PLUM.

- **Cost model metrics:** PLUM performs data remapping in a bulk synchronous fashion to amortize message start-up costs and obtain good cache performance. The procedure is similar to the superstep model of BSP [9]. The expected redistribution cost for a given architecture can be expressed as a linear function of MaxSR. The machine-dependent parameters are determined empirically.

2.1. Helicopter Rotor Test Case

The computational mesh used to evaluate the PLUM load balancer is the one used to simulate an acoustics wind-tunnel experiment of a UH-1H helicopter rotor blade [7]. A cut-out view of the initial tetrahedral mesh is shown in Fig. 1. Three refinement strategies, called Real.1, Real.2, and Real.3, are studied, each subdividing varying fractions of the domain based on an error indicator calculated from the flow solution. This increased the number of mesh elements from 60,968 to 82,489, 201,780, and 321,841, respectively.

![Figure 1. Cut-out view of the initial mesh for the helicopter rotor blade experiment.](image-url)

2.2. Experimental Results

The three left plots in Fig. 2 illustrate parallel speedup for the three edge-marking strategies on an SP2, Origin2000, and T3E. Two sets of results are presented for each machine: one when data remapping is performed after mesh refinement, and the other when remapping is done before refinement. The speedup numbers are almost identical on all three machines. The Real.3 case shows the best speedup values because it is the most computation intensive: Remapping data before refinement has the largest relative effect for
Real.1, because it has the smallest refinement region and it returns the biggest benefit by predictively load balancing the refined mesh. The best results are for Real.3 with remapping before refinement, showing an efficiency greater than 87% on 32 processors.

The three right plots in Fig. 2 show the corresponding remapping times. In almost every case, a significant reduction in remapping time is observed when the adapted mesh is load balanced by performing data movement prior to refinement. This is because the mesh grows in size only after the data has been redistributed. In general, the remapping times also decrease as the number of processors is increased. This is because even though the total volume of data movement increases with the number of processors, there are actually more processors to share the work.

Perhaps the most remarkable feature of these results is the peculiar behavior of the T3E when \( P \geq 64 \). When using up to 32 processors, the remapping performance of the T3E is very similar to that of the other two machines. However, for \( P = 64 \) and 128, the remapping overhead begins to increase and violates our cost model. The runtime difference when data is remapped before and after refinement is dramatically diminished; in fact, all the remapping times begin to converge to a single value! This indicates that the remapping time is also affected by the interprocessor communication pattern. One solution would be to take advantage of the T3E's ability to efficiently perform one-sided communication.

3. Topology-Independent Load Balancer

In this section, we describe a dynamic load balancer based on a symmetric broadcast network (SBN), which takes into account the global view of system loads among the processors. The SBN is a robust, topology-independent communication pattern (logical or physical) among \( P \) processors in a multicomputer system [3]. An SBN of dimension \( d \geq 0 \), denoted as SBN(\( d \)), is a \((d + 1)\)-stage interconnection network with \( P = 2^d \) processors in each stage. It is constructed recursively as follows. A single node forms the basis network SBN(0). For \( d > 0 \), an SBN(\( d \)) is obtained from a pair of SBN(\( d - 1 \))s by adding a communication stage in the front with the following additional interprocessor connections: (i) node \( i \) in stage 0, is made adjacent to node \( j = (i + P/2) \mod P \) of stage 1 and (ii) node \( j \) in stage 1 is made adjacent to the node in stage 2 which was the stage 0 successor of node \( i \) in SBN(\( d - 1 \)).

The proposed SBN-based load balancer takes into account a global view of the system and makes it effective for adaptive grid applications. Prior work [2] has demonstrated the viability of this SBN approach. It processes two types of messages: (i) load balance messages when a load imbalance is detected, and (ii) job distribution messages to reallocate jobs. We give a brief description of the various parameters and policies involved in our implementation.

- **Weighted queue length:** This is to take into account all the system variables like computation, communication, and redistribution costs, that affect the processing of a local queue. Note that no redistribution cost is incurred if the data set is available on the local processor. Similarly, the communication cost is zero if the data sets of all adjacent vertices are stored locally.

- **Prioritized vertex selection:** When selecting vertices to be processed, the SBN load balancer takes advantage of the underlying structure of the adaptive grid and defers local execution of boundary vertices as long as possible because they may be migrated for more efficient execution. Thus, vertices with no communication and redistribution costs are executed first.

- **Differential edge cut:** This is the total change in the communication and redistribution costs if a vertex were moved from one processor to another. The vertex with the smallest differential edge cut is chosen for migration. This policy strives to maintain or improve the cut size during the execution of the load balancing algorithm.

- **Data redistribution policy:** Data redistribution is performed in a lazy manner, i.e., the non-local data set for a vertex is not moved to a processor until it is about to be executed. Furthermore, the data sets of all adjacent ver-
tices are also migrated at that time. This policy greatly reduces the redistribution and communication costs by avoiding multiple migrations of data sets.

3.1. Unsteady Simulation Test Case

To evaluate the SBN framework, a computational grid is used to simulate an unsteady environment where the adapted region is strongly time-dependent. This experiment is performed by propagating a simulated shock wave through the initial grid shown at the top of Fig. 3. The test case is generated by refitting all elements within a cylindrical volume moving left to right across the domain with constant velocity, while coarsening previously-refined elements in its wake. Performance is measured at nine successive adaptation levels during which the mesh increases from 50,000 to 1,833,730 elements.

![Initial and adapted meshes](image)

Figure 3. Initial and adapted meshes (after levels 1 and 5) for the simulated unsteady experiment.

3.2. Experimental Results

Table 1 presents performance results on an SP2, averaged over the nine levels of adaptation. In addition to achieving excellent load balance, the redistribution cost (expressed as MaxSR, the maximum number of vertices moved in and out of any processor) is significantly reduced. However, the edge cut percentages are somewhat higher, indicating that the SBN strategy reduces the redistribution cost at the expense of a slightly higher communication cost.

Table 2 gives the number of bytes that were transferred between processors during the load balancing and the job distribution phases. The number of bytes transferred is also expressed as a percentage of the available bandwidth. (A wide-node SP2 has a message bandwidth of 36 megabytes/second and a message latency of 40 micro-

![Table 1](image)

Table 1. Grid adaptation results on an SP2 using the SBN-based load balancer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>Edge Cut</th>
<th>MaxSR</th>
<th>Load Imbalance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.88%</td>
<td>5.51%</td>
<td>80,037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.27%</td>
<td>10.76%</td>
<td>76,665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.71%</td>
<td>16.35%</td>
<td>53,745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>19.40%</td>
<td>23.87%</td>
<td>46,825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>24.42%</td>
<td>30.41%</td>
<td>28,031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 2](image)

Table 2. Communication overhead of the SBN load balancer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>Balancing Messages</th>
<th>Migration Messages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.342 MB</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.150 MB</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.463 MB</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.581 MB</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.550 MB</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the percentage of time spent in the SBN load balancer compared to the execution time required to process the mesh adaptation application. The three columns correspond to three types of load balancing activities: (i) the time needed to handle balance related messages, (ii) the time needed to migrate messages from one processor to another, and (iii) the time needed to select the next vertex to be processed. The results show that processing related to the selection of vertices is the most expensive phase of the SBN load balancer. However, the total time required to load balance is still relatively small compared to the time spent processing the mesh.

We were able to directly port the SBN methodology from an SP2 to an Origin2000 without any code modifications. This demonstrates the architecture independence of our load balancer. The load imbalance factors were almost identical on the two machines. The edge cut values were consistently larger on the Origin2000, but the MaxSR values were larger only when using less than 16 processors.
two machines are due to additional refinements that were implemented prior to running the experiments on the Origin2000. First, the algorithm for distributing jobs was modified to guarantee that the processor initiating load balancing always had sufficient workload. This reduces the total number of balancing related messages but increases the number of vertices migrated, especially for small numbers of processors. Second, data sets corresponding to groups of vertices were moved at a time. This bulk migration strategy reduces the volume of migration messages by more than 80% in our experiments.

4. PLUM vs. SBN

Let us highlight some of the differences between the two dynamic load balancers described in this paper.

- Processing is temporarily halted under PLUM while the load is being balanced. The SBN approach, on the other hand, allows processing to continue asynchronously. This feature allows for the possibility of utilizing latency-tolerant techniques to hide the communication overhead of redistribution.

- Under PLUM, suspension of processing and subsequent repartitioning does not guarantee an improvement in the quality of load balance. In contrast, the SBN approach always results in improved load balance.

- PLUM redistributes all necessary data to the appropriate processors immediately before processing. SBN, however, migrates data to a processor only when it is ready to process it, thus reducing the redistribution and communication overhead.

- PLUM, unlike SBN, performs remapping predictively. This results in a significant reduction of data movement during redistribution and improves the overall efficiency of the refinement procedure.

- Load balancing under PLUM occurs before the solver phase of the computation, whereas SBN balances the load during the solver execution. We therefore cannot directly compare PLUM and SBN-based load balancing, since their relative performance is solver dependent.

5. Summary

We have demonstrated the portability of our novel approaches to solve the load balancing problem for adaptive unstructured grids on three state-of-the-art commercial parallel machines. The experiments were conducted using actual workloads of both steady and unsteady grids obtained from real-life applications. We are currently examining the portability of our software on other platforms (such as shared-memory environments or networks of workstations) as well as employing various parallel programming models.
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